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"I believe that large societies too [...] can live as happy communities. But I considered also that
this depends on a particularly chosen and hard-working population. It is necessary that all peo-
ple reliably deliver their products to public warehouses, from which they draw all necessities
supplied by other fellow citizens. However, in this system the lazybones who withholds his prod-
ucts from the community is a parasite that lives off the others. There would be neither a reward
for diligence through an increase of welfare nor a punishment of the idle who suffer from in-
creased poverty. [...] In such a society all individuals aim for a 'good life' and little work; this sys-
tem could not be maintained.
As an improvement I worked out the following idea: We could keep account of each man's
work, and everyone would participate in the yield of other men's work, proportionately to his
own input. Everyone who delivers his products in a store should receive a certificate, which
reads: 'The owner of this paper has supplied the public warehouses with a quantified amount of
a particular commodity. Hence, he has become a creditor of the community to the extent of the
value of his contribution.' Under no circumstances commodities should be distributed without
collecting certificates of an appropriate value. After cashing in the paper ought to be destroyed.
[...]
But then I suddenly realized that I unintentionally had sketched an image of the actual world.
[...] The certificates, i.e. the money, represent the credit, which everyone receives in exchange
for his individual work. [...] Spending money means to give up shares of the yield of one's own
work. The difficulty in the first-mentioned system that could not have been solved by resorting to
the command of virtue is perfectly resolved by bringing self-interest into play. [...]
My readers will have extended my considerations and recognized our existing order of society
which rests on contracts and money."















































































































































































"The modern style of economic activity does not consist in holding and exchanging goods be-
tween individual agents, but in the work of all and for the benefit of all people in the regime of an
economic union, in producing for the community and in the consumption of the community.
Therefore money, which has given the name to this economic order, is neither a tool for the
execution of barter nor a medium of exchange, but rather a symbol indicating a service provided
for the community, and the justification for receiving a return for one's own input."













































































































"Two elderly, largely self-sufficient gentlemen live on an island. [...] Their sale contact is the ir-
regular exchange of dinners. Since both agree that meal preparation is onerous, they take0RQH\DVDVRFLDOERRNNHHSLQJGHYLFH 
turns. However, because dinners are exchanged so infrequently and because their memories
are not what they used to be, these Robinson Crusoes cannot always agree on who gave the
last dinner. [...] These disagreements have produced so much tension and ill-will that dinners
are now exchanged even less frequently.
To attenuate this problem, the one who is coming to dinner next picks up a stone and paints it
an artificially colored green to distinguish it from other stones and brings it to his host. At the
next planning session for a dinner, the most recent host will be reminded by the presence of the
green stone that it is his turn to be invited, and he will be expected to bring the stone with him
when he arrives. Indeed, without receiving the stone the host may feel justified in turning away
his guest as not having the required evidence of an invitation.
This quite rudimentary story reveals an essential feature of monetary exchange. Money is a
commonly acknowledged record-keeping device. Here the only information about the past
which has to be recorded is who gave the last dinner. Each gentleman 'pays' for his dinner by
transferring the record of this fact to the other."





















































































































































































VRPH DPRXQW RI JRRGV DQG VHUYLFHV EHFDXVH KH KDV FRUUHVSRQGLQJO\ FRQWULEXWHG WR WKH
RYHUDOOZHOIDUHRIWKHHFRQRP\%DVLFDOO\WKLVLVDVWDWHPHQWRQDIDLUUHDOZDJHLWVOLQNWR






























































































Bendixen, F. (1920): Zur Frage der Definition des Zahlungsmittels und der Werteinheit. In: Bendixen
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